Invited Talks and Tutorials Program

Monday 6 July 2015

9:00-10:00  ICALP Invited Talk (Chair: Magnus M. Halldorsson)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Ken Kawarabayashi
Digraphs Structures: Minors and Algorithms

13:30-14:30  LICS Invited Talk (Chair: Prakash Panangaden)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Luke Ong
Higher-Order Model Checking: An Overview

Tuesday 7 July 2015

9:00-10:00  LICS Invited Talk (Chair: Geoffrey Smith)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Daniel Kifer
Privacy and the Price of Data

13:30-14:30  ICALP Invited Talk (Chair: Bettina Speckmann)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Valerie King
Dynamic Graphs: Time, Space, and Communication

Wednesday 8 July 2015

9:00-10:00  ICALP/LICS Joint Invited Talk (Chair: Catuscia Palamidessi)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Peter O'Hearn
From Categorical Logic to Facebook Engineering

13:30-14:30  LICS Tutorial (Chair: Alexandra Silva)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Andy Pitts
Names and Symmetry in Computer Science

13:30-14:30  ICALP Tutorial (Chair: Magnus M. Halldorsson)  ROOM2: Royal Room
Piotr Indyk
Fast Algorithms for Structured Sparsity

Thursday 9 July 2015

9:00-10:00  ICALP/LICS Joint Invited Talk (Chair: Naoki Kobayashi)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Anca Muscholl
Automated Synthesis of Distributed Controllers

13:30-14:30  LICS Tutorial (Chair: Annabelle McIver)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Geoffrey Smith
Recent Developments in Quantitative Information Flow

13:30-14:30  ICALP Masterclass (Chair: Bettina Speckmann)  ROOM2: Royal Room
Ryuhei Uehara
Algorithms and Complexity for Japanese Puzzles

Friday 10 July 2015

9:00-10:00  ICALP Invited Talk (Chair: TBA)  ROOM1: Gold Room
Thomas Moschibroda
Incentive Networks